Transitional Kindergarten
Supply List
2020 - 2021

**Individual Supplies:**

1. backpack (no wheels please)
2. pencil box (hard box / plastic)
2. 2-pocket plastic folders with prongs / brads (solid color)
2. 2-pocket plastic folders without prongs / brads (print or solid)
2. 2 boxes (24 count) crayons
2. 1 box (48 or 64 count) crayons
2. 20 Elmer's glue sticks (no dollar store, it dries out)
2. 1 small (5-9 once) Elmer's liquid glue

**Communal Supplies:**

3. boxes Kleenex Facial Tissue
3. Baby wipes for sticky hands
3. Hand sanitizer (1 big, 2 small 10-14 ounce)
4. Clorox disinfectant wipes, canisters